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Enormous societal challenges, such as feeding and providing energy for a growing population in a dramatically changing climate, necessitate technological advances in plant science. Plant cells are fundamental organizational units that mediate the production, transport, and storage of our primary food sources, and they sequester a significant proportion of the world’s carbon. New technologies allow comprehensive descriptions of cells that could accelerate research across fields of plant science. Complementary to the efforts towards understanding the cellular diversity in human brain and immune systems, a Plant Cell Atlas (PCA) that maps molecular machineries to cellular and subcellular domains, follows their dynamic movements, and describes their interactions would accelerate discovery in plant science and help to solve imminent societal problems.

Plant Science Is Needed to Address Global Challenges
Climate change is the single biggest threat to global human health, and is expected to cause about a quarter of a million deaths globally from malnutrition, infectious diseases, and heat stress (www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/climate-change-and-health). We need innovations in science and technology to tackle global sustainability, food security, and human health. Plants not only form the foundation of terrestrial ecosystems and the human food supply but also provide renewable energy and essential medicines. Plant research is therefore fundamental to meeting these challenges [1]. Recent innovations in systems biology, sensors and biosensors, data science, artificial intelligence, gene editing, precision breeding, and the microbiome position us to make unprecedented discoveries in plant science to enable new solutions.

Information Gaps in Plant Cell Science and the Need for a Plant Cell Atlas
Cells were first described in slices of cork by Robert Hooke in 1665 [2]. Nearly 200 years later, Schleiden’s and Schwann’s investigations of plant and animal microanatomy [3,4] led to the theory that these cells were in fact the fundamental organizational units of life [5]. A comprehensive understanding of plant cell structure and function at a molecular level is essential to uncover the mechanisms that plants use to produce the services we depend upon. Advances in genetics, molecular biology, biochemistry, and microscopy have produced detailed pictures of important cellular components, pathways, and mechanisms in higher plants, but many structural and functional features of plant cells remain to be understood at a molecular level, and it is highly likely that important features and compartments remain to be discovered and elucidated. For example, plants synthesize a variety of natural products that are consumed for sustenance and medicinal purposes, but the cellular organization of many pathways is not understood and we do not know whether enzymes in a metabolic pathway are generally physically linked to provide a metabolic tunnel for efficient channeling of metabolites. Proteins have been observed to cluster into speckles in the nucleus and in microdomains in the cell membrane, but we do not know the composition, diversity, or indeed function of most of these subcellular structures. Membrane trafficking pathways in plant cells are highly elaborated, but the diversity of trafficking compartments and their functional organization are poorly understood. Plant cells
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connected by cell–cell channels (plasmodesmata), but little is understood of their molecular structure, biogenesis, and regulation. These are only a few examples of broad unanswered questions that could impact many fields of basic and applied plant research. Finally, the functions of substantial proportions of genomes are unknown by either experimentation or prediction based on sequence similarity [8]. Knowledge about where these proteins reside in the cell, the other proteins they interact with, and how they behave as the environment changes will yield important clues about their functions and the mechanisms and pathways they are part of, including mechanisms and pathways not previously discovered.

**Plant Cell Atlas – Goals and Potential Impact**

We propose here the building of a Plant Cell Atlas (PCA), with the goal of creating a community resource that comprehensively describes the state of the various cell types found in plants and that incorporates information on nucleic acids, proteins, and metabolites at increasingly higher resolutions (Figure 1). At its core, a PCA will map cellular and subcellular protein localization patterns, track the dynamics and various interactions between proteins, identify the molecular components of different cellular substructures, discern complete states and transitions of specialized cell types, and integrate these different types of data to generate testable models of cellular function [7]. What the integrated data should look like is a big open question (see Outstanding Questions). The dynamic, spatiotemporal information contained in the Human Mitotic Cell Atlas [8] is one potential model. A related possibility is a virtual plant where users can zoom in and out from an organ down to the micro- and nanoscales where different objects are visible at each zoom level, as in Google Maps (Figure 1). Features that appear at any given level could be linked to genome databases where detailed, quantitative information can be obtained. Another possibility is to develop functional models of plant cells that enable simulations to be made at the level of signaling, growth, differentiation, and metabolism. The PCA initiative will need to leverage emerging fields, such as data science, proteomics, single-cell profiling, imaging, and nanotechnology (see Glossary), together with data visualization innovations, to create a high-resolution, molecular, temporal, and spatial map of the plant cell.

A PCA will facilitate the elucidation of basic, longstanding questions in biology (see Outstanding Questions) that relate directly to grand challenges in food security and climate change. For example, how do we get the maximal output of specialized plant cells that produce useful products (e.g., nutrients, oils, natural products) while reducing environmental impact? In addition, a Cell Atlas can provide insights into how viral or bacterial pathogens change cell properties, addressing crucial issues such as how to minimize herbivory and pathogens in stressful environments? Efforts to
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**Glossary**

- **Active learning**: an ML framework where the learner algorithm prioritizes data that will be most beneficial for training, typically based on the degree of uncertainty, and that iteratively improves itself from experimental or manual annotation of the unlabeled data.
- **Deep learning**: a type of ML approach which uses neural networks and relies on large amounts of data to predict patterns and classify items.
- **Machine learning (ML)**: a type of artificial intelligence approach in computer science that uses statistics and information theory to predict entities and relationships from examples.
- **Nanotechnology**: science, engineering, and technology conducted at scales of less than 100 nm.
- **Semantic zooming**: visualizing qualitative changes of information content as a function of scale.
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**Figure 1.** Various Scales of the Plant Cell Components That Need to Be Mapped and Integrated in the Plant Cell Atlas.
understand cellular specialization in C4 plants can, for example, address issues of crop efficiency and help to feed a growing population while reducing the carbon footprint of agriculture. Moreover, basic questions about the totipotency of plant cells relate directly to long-term growth in plants and the ability to take advantage of gene-editing techniques by efficient regeneration of a variety of crops.

**Technological Components of the PCA**

To build a PCA, several methodologies will need to be employed and integrated. They include large-scale gene tagging and transformation to reveal the cellular and subcellular localization of proteins, imaging technologies to understand the dynamic behaviors of those proteins, large-scale proteomics to understand the interactions among proteins and the cellular machines they comprise, single-cell profiling to assess the variety and range of cell types, cell states, and their transitions, and finally analytic and visualization tools to integrate and model these data to generate testable models of cellular function (Figure 2). We envisage the creation of the PCA as proceeding in stages, starting with an initial tool-building and proof-of-concept stage, a build-out phase where these tools are deployed to build up initial maps and networks of information, and then a phase where multiple projects across the community contribute to and build the Atlas, using infrastructure created and expanded in phases one and two. In the sections below we highlight some recent advances as well as limitations in key technologies necessary to establish PCA as a community.

**Gene Tagging, Transformation, and Expression**

Visualizing the in vivo localization patterns of proteins requires protein tagging with markers, most commonly fluorescent tags [9]. For a PCA project, tags need to be sufficiently bright to allow detection of small protein complexes, monomerized to avoid artifacts by self-association, and not easily attenuated by protonation of the fluorophore. The latter is important because
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many plant organelles are acidic. Several fluorescent proteins have been engineered to meet these criteria, including mCitrine [10]. The choice of where the fusion is made and the nature of the peptide link between the tag and target can also be crucial. A reasonable proposal [11] is to employ a flexible peptide linker for all fusions and to use sequence analysis to assess the likelihood N- or C-terminal targeting to direct the choice of where to tag. Overexpression can mask many localization patterns and produce significant artifacts if the machineries that process and localize proteins become saturated. Therefore, stable transformations using native expression sequences are greatly preferred. To preserve native expression, in situ tagging would be ideal, such as has been accomplished using CRISPR in animal cells [12], but efficient in situ tagging remains to be demonstrated in higher plants. Although transient expression can be compromised by overexpression, it can also allow much greater throughput. A controllable promoter to titrate expression, such as a steroid-inducible promoter, could mitigate the overexpression problem. Exciting new methods have been developed using nanoparticles to aid cellular transformation, including electrospray [13], magnetofection [14], and nanostraw-mediated electroporation [15]. If adapted to plant tissue, these techniques may allow large-scale transient transformation of probes into differentiated plant tissue, and even extend studies to a wide range of species with specialized cell types.

Imaging

In vivo and in planta observation of fluorescently tagged proteins requires sensitive detection, rapid acquisition, and optical sectioning. Instruments such as spinning disk confocal microscopes that use highly efficient detectors [e.g., electron-multiplying charge-coupled device (EMCCD) and scientific complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor (sCMOS)] and multipoint scanning currently meet these needs. The ability to mitigate the light-scattering effects of highly refractive cells walls, especially for analysis of cells below the epidermis, is also important for imaging plant tissues. Using water, glycerol, and the recently developed silicon oil objectives can improve results when imaging cells through thick plant tissue. Many new and advanced imaging modalities, including super-resolution microscopies [9] to resolve optical probes below the diffraction limit, will enable the visualization of novel complexes and interactions. Although super-resolution microscopies reveal new biological detail using light imaging, a revolution in cryo-electron microscopy (CryoEM) techniques, including correlated fluorescence-CryoEM, add molecular information to 3D EM imaging, bringing visualization of molecular organization in cells to the nanoscale [9,16]. Imaging can also explore protein–protein interactions and dynamic protein relationships in living cells using advanced techniques, including cross-correlation spectroscopy (CCS) [17], scanning fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) [18], Forster resonance energy transfer (FRET) [19], bioluminescence energy transfer (BRET) [20], and bimolecular fluorescence complementation (BiFC) [21]. All these data will be valuable in helping to identify potential protein partners, complexes, and networks to build a comprehensive PCA.

Proteomics

Technical innovations in proteomics, especially large-scale methods for affinity purification MS (AP-MS) [22,23], cofractional MS (CF-MS) [24,25], and two-hybrid screening [26,27] have allowed the collection of protein–protein data on an unprecedented scale. These studies have revealed new components of known protein complexes and, excitingly, entirely new complexes whose functions remain to be determined [28]. Traditionally, large-scale protein interaction assays required high protein–protein affinity to identify interaction partners. However, many functionally important protein interactions are not of high affinity, such as kinase–substrate interactions. A family of methods, known as proximity labeling, utilize an enzyme to label nearby proteins with a high-affinity molecular tag. This technique enables detection of weak protein interactions and even positional proximity, allowing the possibility to explore spatial and
functional relationships among proteins that were inaccessible by previous methods [29,30]. New possibilities for determining organelar proteomes have opened up by targeting the labeling enzyme itself to the organelle [31]. If combined with cell type-specific expression, this technique could also enable determination of organelle proteomes by cell type or even cell state. Building maps of protein localization together with interaction data will be strongly synergistic and mutually reinforcing.

**RNA Sequencing**

Single-cell RNA-seq profiling and related analyses that interrogate chromatin, DNA, and even protein levels present new opportunities for defining complex cellular states. These techniques have evolved rapidly from sequencing hundreds of cells [32–34] to combinatorial barcoding techniques that permit processing tens of thousands of cells in one experiment [35,36]. The dramatic increase in sampling scale can be used to overcome increased noise [37], enhancing the ability to fine-map cellular states and define the transcriptional differences among cellular subtypes. In addition, the ability to conduct sequence-enabled single-cell molecular analyses provides new opportunities to address plant-specific questions, such as what cell-specific regulatory responses mediate the ability of the plant cell to alter their state during development and in response to external cues [38,39]. One key advantage of single-cell analyses at the genome scale is the ability to discover previously undescribed heterogeneity in cellular states that allow a description of the early regulatory responses in coping with stress or developmental transitions.

The indeterminate growth of plant meristems means that cells at all developmental stages are present in a single organ, providing a progression of cellular maturation in a single set of samples. This property is ideal for single-cell sequencing approaches that reconstruct...
developmental trajectories from single-cell assays. Models that take advantage of this fine-scale time series could be used to identify key steps in meristem organization that, for example, control the specification of cells that load nutrients or mediate growth to optimize yield. In crop physiology, the function of differentiated cells is often a crucial question. Along those lines, newer combinatorial barcoding techniques have demonstrated the feasibility of labeling mRNAs in single nuclei [36]. The latter technique offers some promise to assay cells that have been recalcitrant to cell-wall digestion, such as mature plant cells or those with specialized secondary cell walls.

**Data Science**

Advances in computing and communications technologies have opened an era of big data and artificial intelligence which is transforming all sectors of our societies and cultures [40,41]. The PCA should leverage and extend big data technologies such as parallel computing, data management infrastructure, data analytics, and **machine learning** (ML). The PCA initiative has various applications for ML, including detecting and delineating compartments, tracking movements, and extracting morphological characteristics. The rapid increase in throughput, scale, and dimensionality of image capture will enable us to chart out the plant cell at unprecedented detail but will require image-processing tools that are easy to use, adaptable, and able to take in multiple dimensions and parameters. ML is ideally suited for this type of task [42]. From the PCA initiative we will likely see many new cellular compartments and structures, which may not easily be defined by a few parameters. In addition, we may identify various states or novel subdomains of known compartments. Because there would be no prior knowledge for these novel structures and compartments, unsupervised ML methods need to be applied. These include simple clustering to categorize data, **active learning** [42], and neural network-based **deep learning** [40] to identify new structures and compartments [43].

Innovation in data visualization will be crucial in every phase of the project such as data acquisition, quantification, pattern recognition, and interpretation. Much progress has been made towards visualizing high-dimensional data in the past decade [44]. An innovative way of visualizing complex data at multiple scales is **semantic zooming**. Unlike geometric zooming that increases objects in size, semantic zooming changes the content of the object at different scales. Semantic zooming has been successfully implemented by Google Maps and, although some efforts have been made in biology [7,45,46], the full potential of this tool has yet to be applied. The PCA project would be an ideal vehicle for semantic zooming (Figure 1). To semantically connect objects at different scales, the entities need to be organized in a hierarchy. The cellular component domain of Gene Ontology [47] and Cell Ontology [48] would serve as an excellent starting point for mapping these entities.

Open-source initiatives such as ImageJ and FIJI [49] have greatly enabled useful sharing of image-analysis tools and have significantly increased access to image analysis. However, these tools for image processing and quantification are still largely manually driven using macros and plug-ins that are customized for particular datasets or experimental setups. Customization and automation can be performed by modifying the open-source code and integrating these tools with environments such as Matlab [50]. However, it is often difficult to find the right software or analysis functions: even if they exist, they can still be challenging to adapt and implement in other environments. Further, these solutions are typically not optimized and are inefficient, often limiting their application from large-scale datasets and computationally intense analyses. Therefore, there are big opportunities for software engineering to play a pivotal role in the PCA initiative.
Concluding Remarks and Future Perspectives
To successfully implement the PCA initiative, we need to build a community that brings together scientists from fields such as imaging, nanotechnology, single-cell profiling, data science, and proteomics (Figure 3). The community needs a forum, perhaps via a website and social media links, to connect various projects whose datasets could contribute to the PCA network. The community also needs to tackle topics such as data sharing and release policy, public and internal data tracking, and data visualization tools. Connecting with projects such as the Human Cell Atlas [51] and OpenWorm (www.openworm.org) to learn from their experiences would be important. An obvious first step is to convene a workshop to bring in key stakeholders and scientists to discuss the vision, approaches, and bottlenecks. How to engage the public in this initiative should also be an important part of the discussion.

Going beyond the initial phase, we envisage the next-generation PCA to encompass emerging technologies (Figure 3). For example, functional structural biology such as X-ray free electron lasers [52], large-volume imaging [53], and dynamic transmission EM [54] have the potential to transform the way we visualize the molecular events inside cells. In addition, the diversity of cellular structures and functions across the spectrum of species would require evolutionary and comparative biology bringing this field to the micro- and nano-scale. Exciting developments in biological engineering could make possible the engineering of artificial organelles or the use of biological machineries and structures as an inspiration for manufacturing synthetic systems [55]. Going beyond genes and proteins, metabolites should be incorporated into the PCA. Finally, the next-generation PCA would enable the probing of organ- and organism-level physiology at molecular resolution, enabled by modeling relationships and functions between cells, which would open doors for modeling plant behavior under various environmental scenarios (see Outstanding Questions).
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Outstanding Questions
How does a cell know when to start and stop dividing, growing, or differentiating? How does a cell sense the change in its physical and chemical environment? How does a new cell type arise over evolutionary scales?

How is long-term growth maintained in stem cells and the meristem?

What is the diversity of plant cell responses to pathogens and other stresses, and how does the diversity of response relate to the resistance of an individual cell?

What property enables specific plant cells to embark on regeneration?

What is the diversity and function of intracellular trafficking compartments?

How do plant cells coordinate their developmental maturation in the meristem?

How is the plant plasma membrane organized, both structurally and dynamically, at the nano- to the microscale?

How is the interface between the plasma membrane and the cell wall organized, and what functions does this interface mediate for development and defense?

How is biosynthesis and function of the cell wall organized and regulated?

How does cellular scale organization and function arise from nanoscale organization and function?

How are cell–cell channels regulated and functionally diversified?

How do plant cells communicate with each other over short and long distances?

How do plant cells establish and position functional domains at their periphery to regulate cytoskeletal organization, morphogenesis, polarized intercellular communication, and developmental patterning?
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What are the best mechanisms for funding the PCA initiative?
What are the best ways to engage the general public with the PCA initiative?
Which organism(s) and cell type(s) are most appropriate to start the PCA initiative with?
How can position information be mapped to cell-type information from single-cell profiling analyses?
What is the best way to visualize and access the integrated data?